
The People who serve the cause of reaction and implement a
counter-revolutionary line under cover of revolutionary phrase-
mongering. desperately try to keep up a revolutionary facade.
They do not attempt to impose their line all at one go-no, that
is too risky for them-they prefer to advance step by step and
get their line accepted gradually.

This desperate attempt to keep up a revolutionary facade is
revealed in all its ugly nakedness in that portion of the document
where the neo-revisionist leading clique deals with the question
of the form of transitio'n to socialism. It is here that their
revolutionary phrase-mongering utterly fails to hide their r~al
fa.ce, the face of a lackey of the reactionary ruling classes. This
portion of the document reads: "But the modern revisionists
maintain that in view of the changed correlation of forces on an
internationai scale as well as in each country in favour of the
proletariat and its cause of socialism, and in view of the ever-
increasing grip of the ideas of socialism on the' minds of wide
masses of the people, the universal law of violent revolution as
propounded by Marx. Engels, Lenin and Stalin, forced on the
proletariat by the bourgeoisie, and as universally accepted by all
the Marxist-Leninists has become out-moded and hence to be
discarded. In its place. they argue, the law of peaceful transition
and parliamentary path is to be substituted;" and further
"thus they seek to revise Marxism-Leninism on certain basi~
and fundamental issues of the proletarian revolution, issues such
as the Marxist-Leninist concept of proletarian hegemony in the

~volutions of the present era."

This is one of a series of articles now appearing in the Bengali
Weekly DESHABRATI. criticising the Madurai ideological
~ocument Produced by the neo-revisionist leading cliq~te of the

PI (M). This article, originally in Bengali. was pub lis 'Md in
the DESHABRATI of November 2,1967.

MADURAI DOCUMENT RAISES

~~VIS'ONIST SLOGAN O~ P~A(b~UL T~ANSITION
Editorial Board, DESHABRATI
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engaged in arousing the peasants in the rural areas to p~ve
the way for the development and expansion of the guernlla
bases. They have gained warm support from the. local
peasants who have supplied them with their own gram. A
struggle against thugs and local despots is also being wa~ed
by the masses led by the people's armed for~es to do away w~th
these sources of harm for the people. This has been heartily
welcomed by the peasants.

Chairman Mao teaches us: "People of the world, unite
and defeat the U.S. aggressors and all their running dogs!
People of the world, be courageous, dare to fight, defy
difficulties and advance wave upon wave. Then the whole
world will belong to the people, monsters of all kinds shall
be destroyed. The heroic people of Tailand are now pressing
forward along the path indicated by MaoTse-tung's Thought.
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peaceful transition to socialism and strive for it, it is only
because-" It is a fact that violence is llolien to tbe Marxist-
Leninist ideals. The foremost thinkers, founders and leaders of
Marxism-Leninism were always eager to find out ways and means
to restrict, minimise and, if possible, to avoid bourgeois violence
in the way of effecting the socialist revolution, since peaceful
transition is 9,dvan~ageous to the proletariat. Any number of
instances from the history of the working class movement can
be cited to substantiate tbis proposition of ours."

So it is clear that if these people have some complaint to
make about the revisionists, it is certainly not because the
revisionists stand for a peaceful transition to socialism. Ob,
no r Tbese people tbemselves are striving for such a peaceful
transition, because, as tbey alle~e, were not Marx, Engels, Lenin
and Stalin themselves ever eager to strive for such a transition?
These cunning agents of the reactionary ruling classes chide the
revisionists for an entirely different reason. They say to the
revisionists: Why on earth do you have to present the theme of
peaceful transition as a general rule? What prevents you from
referring to the universal law of llormed revolution and then go
on canvassing the peaceful path? Look, how we have referred
to the Marxist teaching that the state and revolution should
never be considered .in isolation from each other, and then
proceeded to deal witb them as separate questions-why can't
you follow our method, why do you need to avoid any reference
to ~he question of the state? In otber words, you have tried to
reVIse Marxism by openly declaring that some of -its basic
th .

e~nes have become out-moded and wort.hless with the passlloge
of time-so, how can we help calling you revisionists and agents
of the b ..? Bourg~oIslO ut we do not declare any Marxian theory
as o~t-moded: on the contrary, we talk of applying them
creatIvely . t·th In concre e CIrcumstances and only then advocate

e.peaceful path. And look, how this simple trick has turned
Us Into g . M .eOUIlle arxists and revolutionaries I

Fallowing up th "Th .ad ' ey say, e theSIS of peaceful transit.ion
Vacated by th d '"\Vith . e mo ern reVISIOOlsts has notbing in common

either Ma' L " .rXIsm- eOlOlsm or Its tested method of examining
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And so, the authors of the Madurai document remind us on
more tban one occllBion of the important Marxist-Leninist concepts
about the state. They have repea.tedly stressed that the sbte is
only an organisation of violcmce for the suppression of one class by
anotber, tbat tbe bourgeois states are nothing but armed organi-
sations for the violent suppression of the proletariat and the
people. They bave also not forgotten to refer to the fact that a
fundamental question of every revolution is that of state power
and that all the basic Marxist-Leninist teachings about revolution
bave revolved round this fundamental question.

Having done all this for our benefit, they pose a question-
whether it will not be a violation of the tenets of Marxism-
Leninism to consider the issue of socialist revolution or the
national liberation revolution in isolation from the question of
the state-and answering it themselves, they say: "Our answer
should be clear and categorical that it is utterly un-Marxian to
discuss tbe issue of revolution in isolation from the state."

Well, let us now see wbat Marxist criteria these Madurai
revolutionaries place before us in opposition to the un-Marxian
criteria noted above. They say: Marx, Engels and Lenin, as
the foremost leaders of the world proletariat, did strive to
Ilochievethe socialist revolution by peaceful means wberever and
whenever such an opportunity did open before them without
allowing it to be missed. Guided by their great teachings and
their practice, our Party, as correctly incorporated in our Party
Programme, "strives to achieve the establishment of People's
Democracy and socialist transformation through peaceful means",
while, of course, not forgetting for a moment that the ruling
classes seek to bar this road at every turn by resorting to
violence and terror and hence the need to be ever vigilant and
prepared to meet all such exigencies."

From the above it would appear that our Madurai-revolu-
tionaries have been, of course according to their own claim.
following the teachings of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, and
hllovenot rejected the Marxist theory of the state. And it is 00

this point, they would have us believe that they are differen
from the revisionists, If they emphasize the necessity for
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the question concretely, Le., in relation to the state and its
police-military apparatus."

So it transpires that the authors of the document have
charted their' course like this-they will talk of examining the
question of transition to socialism in relation to the question of
the state and the police-military apparatus of the state, and
then will strive to establish people's democracy and pass over
to socialism in a peaceful manner-and !ttl this in the name of
following the teachings and the prlloCtice of the great leaders of
the proletariat. Their argument behind this seems to be-were
not "the 'foremost thinkers, founders and leaders of Marxism-
Leninism al ways eager" to take the peaceful path? If they
could do it, why. not we ?

We may now study more closely how these henchmen of
reaction try to advance their treacherous line. They present
the entire practice of Marx-Engels-Lenin-Stalin in such a
manner as to give the impression that these great revolutionaries
always tried to adhere to the peaceful path although, in respect
of social revolutions, they have taught us that the question
of revolution cannot be considered in isolation from the question
of the state. By this trick these henchmen want people to
believe that merely a reference to the Marxist tenet that 'the
question of social revolution cannot be .considered in isolation
from that of the state power' is about everything that Marxism
teaches about the state and revolution. This is quite understand-
able, because a' truthful presentation of the teachings of Marx-
Engels-Lenin-Stalin in this regard would at once ruin their game
and would clearly expose how they have presented the practice of
those great leaders in a distorted manner. How long, do they
imagine, genuine Manist-Leninists are going to put up with this
kind of knavery of theirs?

But in order to tear off the mask that these henchmen of
reaction wear we must recall the essence of the basic teachings
of Marxism regarding the state and revolution. Marxism teaches
us that the state under capitalism is an organisation which
protects the interests of the clltpitalists and landlords and, as
such, it is essentially an organisation of armed power in the form

Thus, it is evident that the foremost Marxist leaders of the
world do not merely teach that the questions of state and
revolution cannot be considered in isolation from each other, they
go beyond tbis and call upon the people to smash the state power
which is armed power, with the help of the armed power of thei~
OWn Th' . .. IS orgalllc connectIOn between the teachings and the
practice of these great leaders, that is, the question of smashing
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This is what Marx meant when he said that force is the
midwife of history. When Lenin said that the settlement of
major issues in the life 0f a nation can only be done by force
(Two Tactics) .or when Engels said that his main job was to
prove the necessity of a violent revolution ( in a letter written
in 1846), this was precisely what they meant. Stalin, while
defending Leninism, repeatedly pointed to tbis. It was precisely
this idea that Mao Tse-tung developed when he said, "Political
power grows out of the barrel of a gun," and "It is only by the
power of the gun tbat the working class and the labouring masses
can defeat the armed bourgeoisie and landlords; in tbis sense
we may say that only with guns can the whole world be
transformed."

of police, military etc. That this armed power will be used to
crush every attempt to overthrow the vested interests in capital
and in land through a social revolution is axiomatic. That is why,
whenever workers, or peasants or other exploited toiling people
organise themselves as 80 class against the capitalist and landlord
classes, whenever they want. to advance along the path of class
struggle in order to abolish classes, they will have to reckon
invariably with this ~rmed power at every step. So, in order
to achieve victory in the social revolution, i. e., in order to
abolish old class relations and to advance, step by step, towards
80 classless society on the basis of new class relations, the
exploited classes must be able to smash the state power of the
vested class interests. Since the essence of state power is the
armed forces, state power can only be smashed by employing
llrmed might. This is exactly what is meant when we say that
Marxism-Leninism teaches us to consider the question of
revolution in relation to the question of state power.

LIBERATION54
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ClaimS that the laws of the exploiting classes in a elMS society
are founded on the will of the exploited masses and that the
ruling classes defy the will of the people when they violate these
laws. The Madurai document asks us to remain prepared and
Ivigil8.nt to defend the laws of the exploiting cl8.sses and prevent. .
\ any violation of the same by the bourgeoisie,

This is how the Madurai document smuggles in 80 theory
that strikes at the very bailis of the Marxist theory of the-
state and, in actual practice, tries to make the bourgeois state-
and the existing bourgeois laws ll.ppear as effective instruments
for furthering the cause of the people. True to this 'theory'
of theirs, they publicly advocate a line of action, a line that.
preaches that the class interests of the peMants C8.nbe safe-
guarded by setting up commissions or camp courts. . They
contend that this line of action is merely a temporary tactical
measure which it is necessary to adopt as the time for revolu-
tionary action has not yet matured and as the organisation is still
lagging behind. But the Maduni document clearly shows that
this contention is false. This line of action follows from their

{

theory that in a cl8.sSsociety laws do not protect the interests
of particular classes but embody the interests of the exploiters
and the exploited alike and it is the ruling end exploiting classes
that violate these 'pure' laws by having recourse to violence. So.

Ithese people call upon us to rema.in vigilant a.nd 'prepared and
to see to it that no one dares brea.k the existing laws and resort.
to violence, Their argument is quite simple: it is the bourgeoisie.
the ruling class, that breaks the laws; people have never violated
and will never violate the la.ws. The people must defend
the bourgeois laws and thus deny the bourgeoisie any excuse-
for resbrting to violence-this is the essence of their theory
of peaceful seizure of power and peaceful path; this is the
objecti ve they try to attain by asking people to remain
vigilant and prepared. This is by no means a question of
tactics; this is an alien outlook, a fully-developed theory
of c~ass collaboration, garbed in Marxist-Leninist phrases,
that the Maduari document places before us.

It saould not be difficult to realise why these veteran lackeys.

J
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Even when their game is exposed, these people desperately
try to cover up their treachery with phrases like "it needs always
to be borne in mind that the ruling classes never relinquish their
power voluntarily", and that "they seek to defy the will of th&
people and seek to reverse it by lawlessness and violence", and
hence, "the need to be ever vigilant and prepared to meet aU
such exigencies." By 8011this, they perhaps try to brush up their
renegade faces snd demonstrate that they are behind none in
Ilopprecia.ting the real nature of stat.e power since they talk about.
"the need to be ever vigilant and prepared to meet all such
exigencies." Well, one m8.Y ask what kind of "preparedness"
they are talking about. Does this "preparedness", by any
chance, me!ln preparedness to smash the state 8.pparatus,-
preparedness to destroy the armed power of the police and
the military, which is the essence of state power? Of course,
it is not this kind of preparedness they are talking about. The
'vigilance' and 'preparedness' that the Mllodurai document flaunts
have an altogether different meaning. It is the preparedness for
avoiding the repressive measures of the bonrgeois stllote. In
other words, it is preparedness to seize power and advance to-
socialism through people's democracy in a manner approved by
the laws and rules of the bourgeoisie I This line, the way of
accomplishing revolution within the four walls of bourgeois laws
which they advocate, is clearly indicated in a single sentence,
"they {the bourgeoisie] seek to defy the will of the people and seek
to reverse it by lawlessness and violence." By saying this, they
want to peddle the theory that the laws of the exploiting classes
in a class society adequately protect the interests of the exploited
classes, and that the bourgeoisie by violating these lega
guarantees act aga.inst the laws. To put it bluntly, this theory

the bourgeois state apparatus, hlilsbeen suppressed in the Madurai
document deliberately. Otherwise, they would have been forced
to repudiate openly this fundamental aspect of Marxism-Leninism
on the issue of the state snd revolution and to declare that state
power, that is, the bureaucracy and the military, could be
smashed peacefully and social revolution could be completed
peacefully.
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(f3tate power. The seizure of state power is 80 culmination of
\ da.ss struggle. To tll.lk of revolution and yet to ignore this issue

amount to an attempt to smuggle in a line of cla.ss collabora tion.

Before we ca.n make a revolution we must know the nature
{If the state power we have to capture and also the manner in
which to capture. Karl Marx himself gave an answer to these
questions. In the history of class struggles in France, M&rx
wrote, liThe working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready-
mll.de state machinery, ll.nd wield it for its own purposes." How
then can they seize state power? To this, Marx &nswers-not
merely the "transfer" of "the bureaucratic military machine from
{lne hand to another, but to smash it, and that is a preliminary
eondition for every real people's revolution". Lenin says enctlv
the same thing; he says, lithe proleta.rian revolution is
impossible without the forcible destruction of the bourgeois
state ma.chine and the substitution for it of a new one."

Thus it is evident that seizure of stll.te power doeq not mean
laying hold on the ready-made state machinery; it means that
the bourgeois stll.te machine must be smashed and 80 state

I
maChineof the working class set up in its place. But what is a

bourgeois stll.te? It is the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie over
the toiling people. And what is 80 diotatorship? According to
Lenin, "Dictatorship is rule based directly upon force and
unrestricted by any laws." As we have seen, bourgeois rule is
only the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and dictatorship is rule
based directly upon force and unrestricted by any laws. From
this it follows: "The revolutionary dictatorship of the prole.
tariat is rule won and maintained by the use of violence by the
proletaria.t against the bourgeoisie, rule that is unrestricted by
:any laws." [Lenin, Proletarian Revolution and Renegade
Kautsky.]

The real significa.nce of the Marxist theory that the question of
the state and of revolution cannot be considered in isolation from
~ach other, therefore, is that the proletariat must, in order to
eomplete a .social revolution, be able to smash the ready-made
state machine of the bourgeoisie and to establish a new state of
their own-a, state that will be based directly on force, that is.

LIBERATION

{If reaction ohoose to refer to the Marxist tenet that the issue
of revolution oan never be considered in isol&tion from the
question of state power and have even launched an attaok on
the revisionist position on this score and why they suppress
the fund&mental question of revolution and advocate the peaceful
path in the name of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin. These
people seem to be a bit too muoh exeroised over the question of
the form of transition. That's laudable indeed! But, say,
what of the seizure of power, that obstinate reality, which, must
precede any 'transition'? Understandably, these 'anti-revisio-
nist' Galahads maintain a studied silence over this most
vital issue in their document. They have, and again under-
standably, thought it wise not to raise this question of the
seizure of power, that fundamental teaching of Marxism-
Leninism, before the working class and the toiling people.
They are wise enough to realise that they cannot afford the
luxury of taking the people into oonfidence, of truthfully raising
vital issues like that of revolutionary seizure of power before
the workers and pe!l.Bants,when such actions will almost certll.inly
expose their true colours &nd harm the basic interests of
their masters-the reactionary ruling classes.

II They have heen very oareful in avoiding any referenoe to
I the question of seizure of state power and bring in issues like

the form of transition to People's Democrllocy as So ruse in order
to bypass the fundamenhl question of revolution. By this
trick they wish to nullify completely the teaohings of Marxism.

Mao Tse·tung, the greatest living Marxist-Leninist, has defined
-revolution in the simplest manner. He SIloYSthat revolution is
the overthrow of one class by another. That is, we oan develop
and adva.nce the oause of revolution only by advancing along the
-path of clll.sS struggle, struggle or' one class &gainst llonother.
That is why, Marxism says that the history of CllloSSsociety
is the history of olass struggle. It should not be difficult ~or
one to realise why in llo document that discus!!es SUGh distant
issues as the form of transition to socialism, fa.ils to refer to
olass struggle. Any reference to class struggle would force the
.authors of the document to deal with the issue of seizure of
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this irrefuta.hly esta.blished scientific truth, the modern working
~lass, in its fight for political power and social emancipa.tion, at
-every stage of its development, is inevitably confronted with the
bourgeois state, i.e., the special orga.nisation of violence to
~uppress the working class." Anyone who is not convers!l.nt
with the w!l.ys of our "M!l.rxist" tricksters may feel inclined to
conclude from the above that these people are following the path
pointed out by Marx. Engels, Lenin, Shlin and Mao in this
respect-the pa.th of transition to socialism through the establish-
ment of the dictatorship of the proletari!l.t. The fa.ct is, they
are not. Look. what these people in the guise of Marxists say in
tbe very next sentence: "Thus, the problem of how to meet
this bourgeois violence with a view to putting an end to all
violence in the rela.tions of men is one of the key problems of the
socialist revolution." With a skilful sleight of hand class
struggle has been replaced by "relatious of men" and a key
problem of socia1ist revolution, namely, establishiug the
dictatorship after smashing the bourgeois state machine
lIas been deliberately ignored and "the problem of how to
meet this bourgeois violence" has been posed as the "key
problem." By inducting the question "how", they artificially
.counterpose the non-peaceful and violent path to the peaceful
<lne. And in posing to offer a solution of this 'problem' of
their own creation, they say, "It is a fact that violence is alien
tro the Marxist-Leninist ideals." The role of violence as view-;a
trom the standpoint of Marxist-Leninist ideals has been suffici-
~ntly discussed above and it is clear that the a.rguments of the
Madurai document run counter to them; for, Marxism-Leninism
-puts cla.ss relations before relations between men. So. when

t
Lenin says force and violence are a.lien to the ideal of socialism,
he mea.ns that soci!l.listn abolishes exploitation of man by ma.n
and as such force is alien to it. But by this he never means th!l.t
adherence to the ideals of socialism implies ab!l.ndoning the use of
force altogether !I.nd following the peaceful p!l.th in dealing with
the class enemies. Precisely for this re8oS1)n. Lenin, while
criticisinj:( K!l.utskv's opportunism, said: "Socialis~ '-is opposed
1;0 violence against nations. That is indisputabl~. But Socialism
~s opposed to violence against men in gener!l.!. f\part from
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on a.rmed power. a.nd will be an unrestricted dictatorship of the.
proletaria.t. If the proletaria.t h!l.9 to pass through an inter-
medi!l.te stage of People's Democracy before they C!lonachieve.
socialism, they must necessarily esta.blish a democr!l.tic dictator-
ship of the boiling people under the leadership of the proletaria.lr
and thence move forwa.rd. In other words, wh!l.tever be the;
stage of revolution, the proletariat must be !I.ble to establish
dict!l.torship through class struggle. Only such a dictatorship can
make it possible to pass over from the existing socia.l system to
a new and higher one. This transition from one social system
to a new and higher one cannot be achieved in any other w!l.Y.
This is why" Marx, in a letter written to Joseph Weydemeyer
on March 5, 1852, said: "No credit is due to me for discover-
ing the existence of classes in modem society, nor yet the-
struggle between them. Long before me bourgeois historians
had described the historical development of this class struggle
and bourgeois economists, the economic anatomy of the classes.
Wha.t I did that was new was to prove: 2) that the class
struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of the prole.
tariat •...." For the same re!l.son Lenin, in course of his criticism
of Ka.utsky. said in his State and Revolution: "Those who
recognise only the class struggle !I.re not yet M!l.rxists ;....Only
he is a M!l.rxist who extends the !I.cceptance of the class struggle
to the acceptance of the dictatorship of the proletariat."

Defining the st!l.te tbe Madurai document says: "rhe st!l.te
is a speci!l.l organisation of force. it is an organisation of violence
for the suppression of some class'. The bourgeois sta.tes m!l.Y
nry in form but tbeir essence is the same, i.e .• in the final
analysis, they are nothing but tbe dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.
Similarly. the prolet!l.rian states may assume different forms.
but their essence can be notbing but the dicta.torship of the-
proletariat." So it is cle!l.r that these people do know the
Marxist theory of the state. But their real ,Qame begins after
this. If they ba.ve started their discussion about forms of
transition with a reference to the Marxist definition of the state.
they have done it solely for tbe purpose of covering up their anti-
Marxist trickeries. Now we find tba.t the above passage is.
immediately followed by a.nother. whicb reads: "In view of.



Ohristian-!loUarchists and Tolstoyans, however, no one has yeto
drawn the conclusion from this that Socialism is opposed to
revolutionary violence. Hence, to talk about 'violence' in
general, without examining the conditions which distinguish
reactionary from revolutionary violence, means being a petty
bourgeois who renounces revolution, or else it means simply
deceiving oneself and others by sophistry." [Emphasi~ ours]

Every line of the Mltdurai document reeks with this
stinking deception. The sly authors of this wretched documentr
have avoided treading the beaten path of rejecting any
Marxist theory in general as outmoded. Instead, they pick up-
instances when Man: and Lenin, in consideration of the concrete
conditions prevailing at such times, advanced the call for a
peaceful path, ani thereby seek to justify their own advocacy of
It peaceful path, which, they pretend and would hltve others
believe, has been decided upon by them after consideration or
the concrete conditions prevlloiling in Indilt and not because the
Marxist theory of ltrmed revolution has become outmoded.

We should examine the instances they have cited. They
have referred to what Marx and Engels thought in 1870.80,

, about peaceful transition in Britain and America and also tG
Lenin's comment on it. Lenin showed that if Marx and Engels
thought of such possibilities, they considered them only as excep-
tions. Military-bureaucratic machines in Britain and America
were not yet developed and this led Marx and Engels to believe
that a pesceful transition in those conntries was possible but that
this would only be an exception.' According to Lenin, with the
establishment of the bureaucracy and the military apparatus,
the basis of a capitalist state, any possibility of a peaceful
transition in those countries was out of the question. The
Madurai document 1lo1soreferred to this fact.

Alongside, the document refers to what Lenin said about the
t: April-July period of 1917. That Lenin spoke of a peaceful

transition because the primary condition for such a possibility,
namely, arms in the hands of the people, was a reality at that
time bas~so been noted in tbe document. By all tbis the authors
seem to tell the revisionists, "Look, MPorxand Lenin also spoke

of peaceful transition-not as a general rule, as you are doing
in your folly, but only after analysing the concrete situation."
This is precisely the attitude with wbich tbeile crltfty people try
to hide their real fltce. Before quoting the above pltSSltge from
Lenin, tbey quote from bis article, .A Oaricature of Marxism,

_" the following portion: "However, it cltnnot be denied thltt in
individual cases, by way of exception, some small country,
for instance, after tbe socialist revolution had been accomplished
in a neighbouring big country, peaceful surrender of power by
the bourgeoisie is possible, if it is convinced ,that resistance
is bopeless !lond if it prefers to slloveits skin. It is much more-
likely, of course, that even in small states socialism will not be
achieved without civil war, and for that reason the only pro-
gramme of international social democracy must be recognition
of civil war, though violence is, of course, alien ,to our
ideals."

Why, one may ask, should these people quote this passage
from Lenin? The reason is, of course, to prove that it is quite
in keeping with Lenin's teachings to advocate peaceful transition
if only as an exception a,nd under special conditions even while
recognising ltrmed revolution as the ge~eral programme or the
generltl rule. What wrong is there then, if these Madurai-
wltll~hs advocate peaceful transition in the nsme of special con-
ditions? What, according to them, are the special conditions?
They say: "Our Psrty, keeping all these preoepts of Msr:x:ism-
Leninism in view and also taking note of the revolutiona.ry
changes thst have tltken plsce in the correllttion of class foroes
in the world during the last half a century sinoe the above
pronouncements of Lenin, and partjculltrly the 'developments
following the sociltlist victory in the anti-fascist Wltr, states in
its programme .. ." etc. What do these people wltnt to prove
by quoting the above-mentioned' passage from Lenin and
immediately following that up with these words of their own?
Do they want to show that their treacherous formulations have
behind them Lenin's sanction? Do they wa.nt to prove that
the socialist victory in the anti-fascist war and "revolutionary
ch anges ....in the correlation of CllloSSforces in the world during
the last ha,lf a century" are exactly the things that Lenin meant
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It is, however, ridiculous to argue in the name of Lenin that
-the bourgeoisie will ever surrender their armed power to the
working cla,ss even when the working class has not seized state
power or does not hllove its own armed power-merely because
socialism has been estlloblished in a neighbouring big oountry.
Only inveterate lackeys of the bourgeoisie Ollonthink of indulging
in such clumsy fa.lsifications of the teachings of Ma,rxism-
Leninism.

'when he sll.id, ..."after the sooialist revolution hllod been lloocom-
plished in a. neighbouring oountry ?"

A revolutionary ohll.nge in the oorreillotion of class foroes oan
-only mellon that the relll.tions between the olasses in a olass
'society have undergone a basio change and thllot the ownership
,of capitll.l and land by the exploiting olasses has been replaced
by that of the ~ploited classes. These people oynically declare
that the establishment of a socialist system in a third of the
world has brought about a basio and revolutionnry ohange in the
-correlation of CllloSSforoes in the remlloining pa,rts of the world.
Even Khruschevism dllored not revise Marxism so blatllontly.
This explains why they had to quote this p80SSll.gefrom Lenin
rather abruptly-well, they must somehow bring in Lenin to
justify their deliberate betrll.Yllolof Marxism.

It is probll.ble thll.t when in a small country, neigbbouring a.
big socialist country, the dictllotorship of the proletariat, which
is based direotly on unrestricted force, has been establisbed, that
country may progress towards sooialism wit,hout having to use
thll.t force. Under such conditions the bourgeoisie mll.Ygive up
resistance and voluntarily surrender their power, the power of
-capital.

When Lenin said these words ~e was discussing the problem
of implementing the diotatorship of the proletarillot. Even while
,dicussing the proba,bilities he always stressed that the prime
faotor must nevertheless be the estll.blishment of the dictatorship
·of the proletlloriat. That is why. he never spoke of a. voluntary
ll.nd peaoeful surrender of power by the state machine, that is,
the burelloucracy and the military.
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Let us conolude. These neo-revisionist lackeys of the
bourgeoisie who produoed this abominable perversion of revo-
lutionary Mllorxist-Leninist teaohings, namely, the Mllodura.i
.document, are basioally the same as the revisionists. The only
.difference between them is that while the revisionists have
mostly given up their pretenoe of a. Marxist faoade, our neo-
revisionists of the Madurai brand still think it to be advantageous
to them to carry out their reactionary deeds behind the signboard
.of Marxism-LeninisDl.
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